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ings, used loudly, it was as good as the toast-master's " Pray
silence for—so and so ". And it gave him a rallying pause.
It arrested interruption while he recovered a train of thought
and it warned that something good was coming. He just
did it; he never said anything about it. He had a pro-
foundly secretive side to him.
We imagine a number of things about language and most
of them are absurd. We imagine we are speaking plainly
and clearly and we never do anything of the sort. We do
not hear the sounds we make. We think we think and express
ourselves. It is 6ur universal delusion. The speech of Homo
Tewier, Homo sub-$apims> is still incapable of expressing
reality, and his thought at its clearest is a net of misfitting
symbols,- analogies and metaphors, by which he hopes to
ensnare the truth to his desires. If you will listen attentively,
if you will read attentively, you will find everyone has pro-
tective and habitual mannerisms, makes the most transitory
attempts at real expression and lapses into the tricks and
devices of—fuy—something far more natural, a struggle for
self-assertion.
It is only in the past few years that the sciences of Signifies
and Semantics have opened men's eyes to the immense
inaccuracies and question-begging of language. People talk
of pure English, perfect French, faultless German. This
possible impeccability is' an academic delusion. Only a school-
master can really believe in it. Every language changes
from day to day and from hour to hour. I am told by those
who are better able to judge that Evangeline's transitory
French was far from perfect, gradually it decayed in her
memory and passed out of her mind, but it differed only in
degree and not in kind from everyman's French, including
this, that and the other sort of Frenchman* Some day
ingenious people may devise ways of bringing language which
is not only the expression but the instrument of thought,
nearer to verifiable reality—in the days when we Tewlers are
breaking towards sapiens. But that is not yet.
Meanwhile Speech is mainly our weapon for self-assertion,
and from that point of view there is nothing better in this

